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Reviewer’s report:

This article describes 10 cases of significant reactivation of old disciform scars which was treated with ICG-guided argon laser. The article is well written and describes well treatment of such cases however it needs some major revisions

Major Compulsory Revisions

1. Best corrected visual acuity is not described. Although the authors mentioned that V/A did not increase or decrease after treatment, it should be mentioned in each patient. It is interesting that in some cases, patients reserve some central vision although they have a large macular scar

2. It is important to mention whether these patients were symptomatic or not. If they were asymptomatic there was no need for treatment.

Ref PCV. periphery is equally important in such cases

3. The second comment is based that the proportion of such patients that will have vitreous haemorrhage is minor. Peripheral vision is very important in such patients and should be treated only if they are symptomatic.
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